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Abstract 

Ontology is a data model that describes the related meaning between concepts of knowledge. The knowledge fragments based on 

taxonomy are depicted by the levels of ontology, such as the upper, middle, lower, and lowest level, which differs in the reusability, 

depth, and breadth of knowledge. Previous literature focused on the ontology’s upper level only, which disregarded the other levels. 

Two main levels, the upper and lower level, were compared where the lower level required less understanding to develop an ontology 

and retrieved higher results than the upper level, albeit the upper level could work in other domains because of its high reusability 

and flexible ontology. This paper reviewed the lower level of the Quranic ontologies, which described nouns or verbs of the part-of-

speech (POS) of the various Quranic domains. Concerning other ontologies, one Quranic ontology got 196 and 180 Quran verses for 

two Arabic root words as sample query words, albeit this Quranic ontology could not retrieve the exact number of verses, which 

were collected by the research team of the Faculty of Quran and Sunnah Studies (FPQS), Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia (USIM). 

Therefore, this paper enhanced the Quranic ontology using several POS concepts and, synonym and antonym relations. 

Keywords: Linguistic, ontology, Quran, semantic. 

Introduction 

Ontology is a formal representation of the concepts of knowledge [1]. Specifically, it is a model to manage 

and represent the related meanings of the data. The knowledge, such as in the Quran [2]–[9], and in linguistic 

[10]–[15] is described using an ontology, which helps in understanding the meanings of the word based on 

its knowledge. For instance, the elucidation of the Quranic words requires both the synonym and antonym 

meanings [16], [17]. 

Given the cornucopia of knowledge concepts described in one ontology, four different levels of ontology are 

represented the fragments of knowledge concepts. Furthermore, most Quranic ontologies that describe 

specific Quranic domains are at the lower level. Hence, these ontologies are unable to elucidate the words’ 

real meanings. 

This paper reviewed and identified an enhancement of the Quran’s ontologies by extending the concepts 

and relations to reveal the Quranic words’ real meanings. Specifically, this review comprised of two parts, 

namely the levels of ontology; upper, middle, lower, and lowest, and, Quranic ontologies. Additionally, the 

first section of this paper will review the various knowledge of ontologies, and several criteria will be 

introduced for each level of ontology in the later section. Given that previous research only reviewed the 

upper level of ontology (ULO); thus, it is crucial to address the different criteria for each level of ontology. 

This review also focused on the understanding of the Quran’s ontologies based on its criteria, followed by 

the results for the two-sample words. 
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This paper is structured as section 2 defines the criteria of ontology and section 3 reviews the ontologies 

based on the criteria mentioned in section 2.Section 4 discusses the review for each level, including the 

strengths and weaknesses of the two main levels of ontology with the results. Section 5 reviews the Quranic 

ontologies, including the results using available search engines. Section 6 explains the proposed Quranic 

ontology. Section 7 presents the conclusion. 

CRITERIA OF ONTOLOGY 

A. Knowledge or Domain 

The domain is a specific area such as an event of the Quran. The Quran is an example of knowledge described 

in ontology [6]. Fig. 1 shows four levels of ontology, in the triangles’ width and height represent the breadth 

and depth of knowledge as well as their relation. For example, the Most General Things concept has four 

sub-concepts, such as processes, locations, organizations, and products or services. On the other hand, the 

metal parts and art supplies concept are sub-concepts of products or services. Lastly, the washers’ concept 

is a sub-concept of the metal parts. 

The definition of the breadth and depth of knowledge in the concept study. Depth of knowledge is portrayed 

in the human mind determined based on the descriptive concept in the ontology. The depth the ontology is 

“shallow” for the general concepts of knowledge, while “deep” for the specific domain concepts of 

knowledge. Breadth is determined based on the generality of the ontology’s concepts. The breadth of the 

ontology is “broad” for the general concepts of knowledge or  “narrow” for the specific domain concepts [1], 

[19]. 

 
Fig. 1: Level of ontology [18] 

 

B. Reusability 

Reusability is one of the ontology development approach and the characteristic in Ontology Quality 

Requirements and Evaluation Method and Metrics (OQuaRE) [20], which determines the parts of ontologies 

to be reused [18]. Consequently, new ontology inherits some concepts or relations of the reused ontologies 

[21]. 

This paper determined the ontologies’ reusability between each level of ontology. However, due to the 

different descriptions of knowledge and domain between the ULO and other lower levels [22], the 

descriptions were limited for reusability. Nevertheless, by comparing the knowledge or domain, this study 

distinguished the reusability and the relation with the levels of ontology. The reusability of a new ontology 

can be reused with imported from one or more of the existing ontology. Then, edits the existing ontologies 

either insert new class, new object property, data property or individual into the new ontology according to 

the domain or knowledge. 
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Levels of Ontology  

The levels of ontology represent the ontology’s generality concept levels. To describe the knowledge, the 

ontology levels fragmented into concept levels, as shown in Fig. 2, which illustrates the Living Creation 

concept [6]. Moreover, the Living Creation taxonomy comprises of three levels, the higher level describes the 

general concepts and the lower levels describe the specific concepts. 

Semy et al. (2004) provided three levels of ontology, namely, the upper, middle, and lower level. 

Correspondingly, Wiki OSF (2014) included the lowest level as shown in Fig. 1. The highest level is the ULO 

(domain-independent ontology), which describes the general concepts of knowledge. Next, the middle level 

of ontology (MILO) is the ontology’s top domain [23] or domain spanning [18]. The lower level (domain-

specific ontology) is described a specific domain of knowledge and the lowest level describes a sub-domain-

specific ontology. Each level mentioned were reviewed in terms of their knowledge or domain concepts and 

reusability. 

 

Fig. 2: Living Creation Taxonomy (Source:[6]) 

A. Upper Level of Ontology 

The ULO is vital in the ontology development [24] and its structured general concepts and relations are 

reusable for other ontology levels [23], [25]. Thus, ULO was used as a reference ontology for the concept of 

other ontology levels. The following section describes Table I:  

1. General knowledge is the knowledge described the general concept in ULO: 

a. Linguistic: Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO), Generalised Upper Model (GUM), and 

Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic as well as Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE) in English [12]. 

b. Medical science: Systematised Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Term Upper-Level Ontology 

(SCTO) [26], General Formal Ontology (GFO) [27], Basic Formal Ontology (BFO), and Ontology 

for General Medical Science (OGMS) [28]. 

c. Others: CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC CRM) describes cultural heritage [34] and 

Knowledge Yielding Ontologies for Transition-based Organisation (KYOTO) Top describes 

ecology [32]. 

2. Reusability: SCTO is reused in OGMS [26]. KYOTO is reused in DOLCE-Lite Plus (DLP) [32]. The Unified 

Foundational Ontology (UFO) is reused in GFO and DOLCE [27]. Notably, the ULO can be developed 

by merging the ULO. For instance, the Common Semantic Model (COSMO) is the combination of 

three concepts of OpenCyc, SUMO, and DOLCE with BFO [29]. The combination of CIDOC CRM and 

Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) produced the FRBRoo ontology [35]. ULO 

is reused in other levels of ontology, the General Ontology for Linguistic Description (GOLD) is reused 

SUMO [12]. 
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Table I: The Upper Level of Ontology 
 

Upper 

level of 

ontology 

Knowledge 

Reusability 
Ontological 

choices* Reused from Reused in 

SUMO 
[14] 

Linguistic 

Sowa, Russel and 
Norvig’s upper 

ontology and other 
ontology [29] 

COSMO (concepts), 
GOLD, Sowa, 

Ontolingua [29] 

D, M, Red, U, Par, 
E and Per [30], 

[31] 

DOLCE Linguistic - 
COSMO [29], KYOTO 

[32], UFO reused GFO 
and DOLCE [27] 

D, M, Par, E and 
Per [30], [31], [33] 

KYOTO 
Top [32] 

Ecology DLP - - 

BFO Medical science 
Relations of Relation 

Ontology (RO) 

COSMO (classes) [29], 
YAMATO (quality and 

quantity concepts) 
[24] 

D and M [33], Rev, 
Red, U, E and Per 

[30], [31] 

GFO [27] 
Medical science, 
economics and 

sociology 
- 

UFO reused GFO and 
DOLCE 

D, Rev, M, Red, U, 
Par, E and Per 

[30], [31] 
    *Descriptive (D), Revisionary (Rev), Multiplicative (M), Reductionist (Red), Endurants (E), Perdurants (Per),  

Universal (U) and Particular (Par) 

3. Ontological choices used to evaluate ontology usage based on the properties of concept in the ontology 

such as descriptive vs revisionary, multiplicative vs reductionist, endurants vs perdurants and universal 

vs particular: 

a. Descriptive vs revisionary: Descriptive ontology distinguishes the concepts of spatial and 

temporal properties. Meanwhile, the revisionary is a concept with a spatial-temporal property 

that extends space and time. The concept of "boat repair" is divided into the spatial 

characteristic "boat" and the temporal characteristic "boat repair" in a descriptive ontology 

meanwhile, the concept combined into one spatial-temporal property for revisionary ontology. 

BFO, DOLCE and, SUMO and GFO are descriptive ontology [30], [31], [33], while the GFO and 

BFO are revisionary ontology [30]. 

b. Multiplicative vs reductionist: The multiplicative ontology describes the required things to 

represent the real concepts of knowledge such as a “glass”. The multiplicative ontology presents 

all “glass” views in “liquid sand” in which the glass is construed as “glass” and “broken glass” 

concepts. In contrast, the reductionist ontology describes the least number of concepts which 

used one “glass-sand” concept describes all changes of “glass” views. Incidentally, SUMO, 

DOLCE, BFO and GFO are multiplicative ontology [30], [31], [33] for the general concepts. 

Furthermore, BFO and GFO are reductionist ontology for specific concepts [30], [31]. 

c. Endurants vs perdurants: Endurants describe things that exist at different times, such as “book”. 

Meanwhile, perdurants describe the concepts for things that exist at a time, such as “a book” 

and extend its present time by increasing its temporal property, such as “reading a book”. 

SUMO, DOLCE, BFO, and GFO are the endurants and perdurants ontology [30], [31]. 
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d. Universal vs particular: Universal ontology is knowledge forms, which comprise general 

concepts like a person, location, event, and process. The three stances of universal ontology are 

as follows [33]: 

i. Realist stance: Global concepts from existing things through human thinking and 

speaking. 

ii. Conceptualist stance: Concepts inspired by the human mind. 

iii. Nominalist stance: Concepts based on the natural human language and thinking stance. 

Particular ontology describes the precise concepts of the universal ontology. For instance, the colour of red 

apple. The particular ontology categorised based on the red apples’ colour intensity although the colours are 

similar, they are conceptualised by the colour characteristic, such as attractive striped ruby-red, and bright 

pink skin [36]. Universal ontology clustered the colour of apple into one “red” concept. Hence, SUMO, BFO, 

and GFO are universal ontologies, while SUMO, DOLCE, and GFO are particular ontologies [30], [31]. SUMO 

and GFO possess both choices, which depended on the concepts’ precise descriptions in a new ontology. 

The ULO’s criteria revealed that most ULO reuses at least one part of the ontology fragments. Notably, the 

reusability at the ULO is unrestricted, which allows for the reusability of other levels, such as SUMO and BFO. 

Furthermore, a specific knowledge can be described using ontology. An ontology is feasible in other 

knowledge compared to its specified knowledge [32]. Ontological choices reported that the ontology usage 

types are based on the concept’s properties. Furthermore, these choices depend on the concept level, which 

is either the general or specific domain that can be reused in a new ontology. 

B. Middle Level of Ontology 

MILO links ULO and lower level, which describes more concrete concepts than the general ones. These 

concepts are relatively deeper and less broad to extend the ULO’s concepts. The criteria are: 

1. Domain-spanning of knowledge: Ontologies of Linguistic Annotation (OLiA) for linguistic annotation and 

GOLD for linguistic description. 

Table II: The Middle Level of Ontology 
 

Middle level of 

ontology 
Domain spanning Reused from 

GFO-Bio [37] Biological GFO 

KYOTO Middle [32] 
Ecology concepts, measurement, 

qualities, perdurant and endurant 
KYOTO Top 

OLiA [12] Linguistic annotation 
Linked to BLL 

Ontology 

GOLD [12] Linguistic description SUMO 

 

Moreover, GFO-Bio describes the biology of medical science [37]. KYOTO Middle describes the ecology [32] 

as seen in Table II. 
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2. Reusability: MILO reused other ontologies with Quran Vocabulary (QVOC). For instance, the GOLD and 

Lexical Item concepts were reused from OLiA [38]. Similarly, MILO was reused the ULO, while GOLD was 

reused SUMO [12]. GFO-Bio was reused from GFO [37], and KYOTO Middle was reused from KYOTO Top [32]. 

C. Lower Level of Ontology 

The lower level describes at least one domain of knowledge. In comparison to the ULO and MILO concepts, 

the lower level’s concepts are significantly more profound and narrower. Table III describes the criteria of 

the lower level: 

1. Domain-specific knowledge: The lower level examines the knowledge’s specific domains. 

a. Quran: Several ontologies described one domain, such as Living Creation [6] and Nature [39]. 

Ontologies were also described in numerous domains, such as Quran Analysis (QA) [8] and The 

Quranic Arabic Corpus (QAC) [4]. Moreover, QuranOntology (QO) described the chapter, verse, 

word, pronoun, and other domains [6]. 

b. Medical science: Infectious Disease Ontology (IDO) described diseases, and the Ontology of 

Genes and Genome (OGG) described the gene and genomes [28] clustered in Ontobee. 

OntoADL denoted Prophetic Medicine (Tibb An-Nabawi) [42]. 

c. People: This ontology described the profile of people. VIVO describe the researcher’s profile 

[43], while the Friend-of-a-friend (FOAF) contained basic profile concepts [41]. Moreover, 

patient’s blood was described in the extended FOAF [44]. 

d. Others: The KYOTO Domain described the estuaries of ecology [32]. Similarly, the British 

Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) developed several lower ontologies, such as the Sport 

ontology [45]. 

Table III: The Lower Level of Ontology 
 

Lower level of  ontology Domain-specific Reused from concept 

The Quranic Arabic Corpus [4], 

Quran Analysis [8], 

QuranOntology [6], QuranMed 

[7], [5], Quranic Ontology [3], 

Noble Quran [9] 

Tajweed, medical and 

health science, human 

relations and moral, part 

of speech (POS). 

QuranOntology – The 

Quranic Arabic Corpus, 

QVOC [40] 

FOAF [41] People - 

IDO [28] Infectious disease OGMS, SCTO 

OGG [28] Gene and genomes BFO 

KYOTO Domain [32] Estuaries KYOTO Top and Middle 

 

2. Reusability: The lower ontologies reused ULO or MILO. KYOTO Domain was reused from KYOTO Top 

and Middle [32]. Furthermore, lower ontologies of the medical science in Ontobee reused BFO and 

OGMS [28]. 
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Lower ontologies illustrated the specific domains of its knowledge as in Table III. Moreover, most 

development of the lower ontology reused its higher levels of ontology, which were related in terms of its 

domain; OGG reused BFO. 

D. Lowest Level of Ontology 

The lowest level of ontology denoted the sub-specific domain of the lower level [18]. The concepts are 

significantly narrower and more in-depth for a specific domain than the lower level. This level is limited since 

most ontologies described specific domains. The criteria for the lowest level of ontology are: 

1. The sub-specific domain of knowledge is detailed in the lowest ontologies in Table IV. For example, 

IDO-Brucellious (IDO-BRU) and other sub-specific domain ontologies of IDO and OGG [28]. 

2. Reusability: The lowest level of ontology reused the lower ontology. OGG-Arabidopsis thaliana (OGG-

At), which reused OGG [28]. However, the ontology is non-reusable for higher levels due to the short 

descriptions of knowledge. 

Table IV: The Lowest Level of Ontology 
 

Lowest level of 

ontology 
Sub-specific domain 

Reused from 

concept 

OGG-At, OGG-Bru, 

OGG-Ce [28] 

OGG- Arabidopsis thaliana 

(At), Brucella (Bru), 

Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce), 

OGG 

IDO-BRU, IDO-MAL, 

IDO-Influenza [48] 

IDO- Brucellosis, Malaria, 

Influenza 
IDO 

 

Furthermore, the ULO is advantageous in designing other lower levels of ontologies [46], such as OGG, which 

was reused from BFO [28]. Additionally, to decrease the word ambiguity in different knowledge, the ULO was 

used in the matching between the lower ontologies [46]. As a result, half of the concepts were mismatched 

between the ULO and lower ontologies from their experiment. These mismatched concepts were due to the 

concepts being non-equivalent [47]. 

Discussion on the Levels of Ontology 

The knowledge concepts of depth and breadth, reusability, ontologies, and its applications will be used to 

review the four levels of ontology based on Table V. Firstly, the concept of knowledge in terms of depth and 

breadth for each level of ontology was different. Specifically, the ULO was shallow and broad, while the lower 

level of ontology was significantly deeper and narrow. For example, BFO (ULO) described the general 

concepts of medical science, and the OGG (lower level) described the gene and genomes of BFO. 

Furthermore, OGG-At (lowest level) described the concepts of Arabidopsis thaliana [28]. The levels of 

ontology led to different descriptions of the concept. Meanwhile, it was found that the knowledge, domain 

and sub-domain were related. 

Furthermore, it was indicated that the same knowledge was described into the level of ontology, such as 

OGMS, BFO, GFO, and SCTO (these are ULO) for medical science, albeit contained different concepts. Notably, 

the ontology development was iterative, which required creativity due to the concepts and relations of 

knowledge that emerged in different ways. 
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Table V: Criteria Levels of Ontology 

Level of 

ontology 

Knowledge/domain concepts 
Reusability Ontology 

Depth Breadth 

Upper Shallow Broad Yes, to all except Lowest Refer to Table I 

Middle Less shallow Less broad Yes, to MILO and Lower Refer to Table II 

Lower Deep Narrow Yes, to Lower and Lowest Refer to Table III 

Lowest Deeper Narrowest Yes, to Lowest Refer to Table IV 
 

Table V shows each level of ontology that has different values on reusability. The higher levels of ontology 

had high reusability compared to the lower levels. Nevertheless, most ULO reused the same or different 

levels of ontology.  

Table VI shows the differences between the two main levels of ontology, the ULO and lower levels. 

Additionally, the MILO and lowest levels are the extensions of the two main levels. Based on the table, some 

of the ULO was feasible in other domains [31] with SUMO, which can be used in communication [14], [18]. 

The lower levels of ontology were unable to work in other domains because the meanings were stemmed 

from its specific domain. Hence, ULO had higher reusability in other ontology development [49] than the 

lower levels. 

Most of the ULO were reused in other ontologies and used as a reference ontology in the ontology mapping 

[50], [51]. Similarly, the lower levels were reused in the same manner. For example, the lowest levels of 

ontology development, such as Blood Test Ontology of the lower ontology reused FOAF [44], and OGG-At of 

the Lowest level reused OGG of the Lower level [28]. 

Next, ULO was more flexible than the lower level [30], [31], [33], which described the general concepts that 

could be reused to describe other domains or specific concepts in another ontology. For example, GFO was 

flexible to describe specific domains, such as medical science, economy, or sociology. Meanwhile, the lower 

level ontology had a specific domain, in which the description was more in-depth and narrowed down. 

Table VI: The Comparison of the Two Main Level of Ontology 

Level of ontology Upper Lower 

Workable in other domains Yes [31] No 

Reusability in another 

ontology development 
High [25] Low 

Flexibility High [30], [31], [33] Low 

Requires understanding A lot [31], [52] Less 

Results (refer to Fig. 3) Low High 
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However, the development of ULO required further understanding to describe the general concepts of 

knowledge. This idea was in comparison to the lower ontology level, which described the specific domains of 

knowledge. Lastly, the lower level of ontology retrieved higher results than the ULO, as shown in Fig. 3. These 

results were retrieved from the SUMO, Cyc, and FOAF by utilizing the Watson [53] and WordNet Search 3.1 

[54], which used two English words, such as sight and hearing. Notably, the results from FOAF retrieved 

highest results as compared to the SUMO, WordNet, and Cyc. 

 

Fig. 3: Retrieved Results [53], [54] 

These search engines appealed to the computational linguistic, due to the lower level of ontology’s detailed 

concept description for the domain, which was deep and narrow compared to the ULO. Correspondingly, the 

ULO needed support by other levels of ontology to enrich the concept descriptions. For instance, this was 

seen from GOLD that enriched the linguistic description of SUMO and KYOTO middle, which in turn enriched 

the description of ecological concepts, measurement, qualities, perdurant, and endurant terms. Additionally, 

the domain enriched the estuaries of KYOTO top.  

Related Works on the Quranic Ontology 

There are eight Quranic and three Arabic ontologies as in Table VII. Seven Quranic ontologies examined the 

concepts using nouns and one ontologies, including verbs [9]. Furthermore, given that Arabic is the authentic 

language of the Quran, thus, two Arabic ontologies were used as the nouns, verbs, adjectives, and particles 

to describe the words’ related meanings [10], [13]. Furthermore, concepts other than nouns and verbs were 

crucial to describe the words’ meanings [60]. 

These Quranic ontologies applied two search methods, namely semantic-based and keyword-based. 

Specifically, two Quranic ontologies used semantic-based [2], [9], two used keyword-based [4], [8], and three 

used both methods [3], [6], [55]. Notably, one Quranic ontology used speech recognition for the verse’s 

segment [5]. 

Table VII: Comparison of Quranic Ontologies 
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Quranic 

ontology 
Domain Concept Resource 

Level of 

ontology 

Search 

method 

Results 

(verses) 

 ”سمع“ ”بصر“

Quranic 

ontology [3] 

Linguistic 

of Quranic 

word 

semantic 

fields 

Noun 

Quranic word 

dictionary 

(Zaki 

elkhedre, 

2004) 

Lower 

Semantic-

based and 

keyword-

based 

- - 

Elsayed and 

Fathy [5] 

Tajweed 

rules 

based on 

Hafs from 

Asim 

reading 

Noun 

Pronunciation 

and recitation 

of Asim 

reading 

Lower 

Speech 

recognition 

of verse 

segment 

- - 

QuranMed [7] 

Medical 

and health 

science of 

Quran 

Noun 

English 

translation 

(Saheeh 

International), 

Quranic 

concepts 

(FPQS and 

FPSK of USIM) 

Lower 

Semantic-

based and 

keyword-

based [55] 

N/A N/A 

Noble Quran 

[9] 

Human 

relations 

and moral 

of the 

Quran 

Noun, 

verb 

Quranic 

concepts (Dar 

Al-Alfajer), 

Arabic and 

English 

translations 

(Tafsir al-

Jalalyn) 

Lower 
Semantic-

based 
- - 

General Qur’an 

Ontology [2] 

Similar 

concepts 

in other 

Quranic 

ontologies 

Noun English 

translation, 

QAC [4], [56], 

[57] 

Lower Semantic-

based [58] 

N/A N/A 

Quran Analysis 

[8] 

Quran Noun English 

translation 

(Saheeh 

International) 

Lower Keyword-

based 

139 163 

QuranOntology 

[6] 

Chapters, 

verses, 

words, 

pronoun 

Noun Arabic, 

Semantic 

Quran (QVOC) 

and QAC [4] 

Lower Semantic-

based and 

keyword-

based [40] 

196 180 
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Arabic 

Ontology [11] 

Arabic 

philosophy 

and 

history 

Noun Arabic, SUMO 

and DOLCE 

[59] 

Upper Semantic-

based 

- - 

Azhary [13] Parts of 

speech in 

Arabic 

Noun, 

verb, 

adjective 

Arabic Lower - - - 

The Quranic 

Arabic Corpus 

[4] 

Quran, 

hadith, 

Quranic 

exegesis 

Noun Arabic Lower Keyword-

based 

11 49 

Belkredim and 

El Sebai [10] 

Parts of 

speech in 

Arabic 

Noun, 

verb, 

adjective, 

particle 

Arabic Lower - - - 

 

Hence, out of the of eight Quranic ontologies, three Quranic ontologies, QAC [4], QA [8], and QO [6] had 

accessible search engines and queried using two Arabic words such as “ بصر” (sight) and “سمع” (hearing). It 

was found that QO had the highest results for both words using both search methods compared to QA and 

QAC’s keyword-based method. 

Semantic relations such as synonym relation connected two Quranic concepts [6] and, the synonym and 

polysemy relations to describe the Arabic philosophical and historical domains [11]. Moreover, the usage of 

these semantic relations was based on the domain. 

Proposed Quranic Ontology 

This paper proposed to enhance the QO [6] because it has complete words, verses, and chapters. 

Additionally, QO retrieved the highest search results using a complete word, root, synonym, pronoun, and 

topic options as displayed in Table VIII. 

First, the ontology file of QO been imported into a new Quranic Ontology file using Protégé. New concepts 

such as root, lemma, POS concepts such as verb, noun, verbal noun, space noun, time noun, and instrument 

noun of Belkredim and El Sebai (2009)’s research [10] are generated along with the new object properties, 

data properties and individuals such as “بصر” and “سمع” of root concept to enhanced the QO. However, the 

imported file of QO give error which was unable to read when running the system. Therefore, the imported 

file was removed, thus, the new classes, object properties, data properties and individuals will be remained. 

Table VIII: Result From QuranOntology [6] 

Search by 
Query word 

"بصر" "سمع"   

Complete Word 96 87 

Root 1 3 

Synonym 90 87 

Pronoun 1 2 

Topic 7 1 

Topic and Synonyms 1 0 

Total number of verse 196 180 
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Second, the verse, word, chapter concepts of QO will be inserted into the new Quranic Ontology to imitate 

QO as illustrated in Fig. 4. Then, the QO’s object properties, data properties and individuals will be inserted 

in the new Quranic ontology. Furthermore, each concept and individuals will be inserted, in which an Arabic 

root word, such as “بصر” to illustrate the concepts, which included one individual.  

 

Fig. 4: Proposed New Quranic Ontology 

The examples to describe the concept are as follows: 

• Root word represents the basic letters and meaning [17]. An example is “ بصر”. 

• Lemma is a derived word with affixes from a root word like “ بَصِير” (All-Seer). 

• Verb represents the action word such as “ َيبُْصِرُون” (they see). 

• Noun represents the person name or thing like “ ْأبَْصَارِهِم” (their vision). 

• Space/time noun represents a place or time such as “  مَسْجِد” (mosque) and “ جْرِ الْفَ  ” (the dawn). 

• Verbal noun represents a form of inflexion word for a verb, which allows the word to be a noun in 

the sentence like “  تبَْصِرَة” (giving insight). 

• Instrument noun represents an instrument such as “ ُِمَفاَتح” (keys). 

Synonym and antonym relations will be inserted into QO to link the Quranic words’ real meanings using 

synonyms and antonyms [16], [17]. Furthermore, the words’ real meanings were based on the Quran itself. 

For instance, synonym root words for “ بصر” are “ شهد” (witness) and “ راي” (view). Meanwhile, the antonyms 

are “ ضرر” (harm) and “ عمى” (blind), which will be inserted in the ontology. 

This proposed ontology will improve the results of 874 and 210 verses for both words, which includes their 

synonyms and antonyms as observed in Table IX. Specifically, these results referred to the acquisition of the 

verse collections of both words. The acquisition from one research team of Faculty of Quran and Sunnah 

Studies (FPQS), Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia (USIM) revealed that their results are higher than the 

previously stated in the Quranic ontologies. 
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Table IX: Forecasted Results Using the Enhanced Quranic Ontology 

Quranic ontology Enhanced Quranic ontology 

Domain Parts of speech in Quran 

Concept Nouns and verbs 

Resource Quranic Arabic 

Level of ontology Lower 

Searching method Semantic-based (synonym and 

antonym) 

Retrieved 

results 

(verses) 

Sample root 

word 

 (”سم ) 185 (بصر) 148

Synonym 160 (شهد), 

 ,(نظر) 129

 0 ,(راي) 328

 (لحظ)

 (صغو ) 2 ,(نصت) 2

Antonym 74 (ضرر), 2 

 33 ,(كمه)

 (عمي)

 (صمم ) 15 ,(وقر) 6

Total 874 210 
 

This ontology will describe the Quranic POS’s concepts to reveal the Quranic words’ real meanings by using 

the synonym and antonym relations. Besides, the presumed ontology can assist in understanding the Quranic 

words’ real meanings. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper reviewed the four levels of ontology, the upper, middle, lower, and lowest level, which described 

various knowledge or domain developed with reused ontology between the levels. Furthermore, two main 

ontology levels were compared, in which the lower level presented less knowledge and time to develop its 

domain and retrieved high results. Meanwhile, the upper ontology level required the use of other lower 

ontology levels to retrieve high results due to the shallow and broad nature of the knowledge. Moreover, 

eight Quranic ontologies of the lower level was reviewed. Three Quranic ontologies, such as QAC, QA, and 

QO, have available search engines, albeit unable to retrieve the Quranic word’ real meaning based on the 

results. The proposed Quranic ontology enhanced the QO, which contributed to elucidate the Quranic word’ 

real meanings using the synonyms and antonyms. These enhancements include several new POS concepts 

with the synonym and antonym relations. Hence, future ontology research is necessary to map out the level 

of the people’s Quranic understanding. 
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